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Why SMART Goals Might Be Dumb 

I think my distaste for goals began when I was fresh out 

of university and entered the corporate world. Time 

did t e ist u h e o d e t eek a d hi h 
assignments were due. Mid-terms, let alone finals were 

some distant mark on a calendar. Suddenly I was 

launched into the realm of carving in stone committing 

to paper the accomplishments I would have 12 months 

from now. 

I willingly admit to how quickly I became accustomed to 

extended time horizons. There were years when even a 

ear as t lo g e ough to plan properly given how fast 

they zipped by. 

But I never warmed up to the idea of being ultra specific about what I would achieve. Especially 

when new projects became in-addition-to rather than in-replace-of. 

 

Do t get e ro g.  I  all for drea i g a d oving forward. Or even getting specific when 

the need arises. But from where I sit, setting goals, SMART or otherwise, can keep you from 

where you want to go too. Here are five reasons why: 

 

Reason #5 – End Game: Goals are end points in time. By living from one goal to the next goal 

your life becomes episodic rather than flowing. You focus all your attention and energy 

ensuring you succeed in arriving somewhere. Sudde l  ou re right a k at the egi i g aski g 
o  hat?  But u like a foot all ga e, our e  goal is ot to rea h the sa e goal agai . 

Reason #4 – Forcing Time: Facing a deadline is a sure way to come up with a solution, but not 

necessarily the desired solution. Some things just need time to percolate and to allow 

inspiration through. Forcing time is akin to pushing rope. 

Reason #3 – In The Way: We are our own best saboteurs. And very sly ones at that. One of the 

most effective techniques we use against ourselves is the concept of control. We convince 

ourselves we know best when really we forge ahead to ease the uncomfortableness of energy 

building inside. Doing something is better than nothing, until we discover we just created a 

bigger mess to clean up. 

http://www.followyourlight.com/5-reasons-smart-goals-might-be-dumb/
http://www.projectsmart.co.uk/smart-goals.html
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Reason #2 – Safety Net: There s a su tle, ut i porta t differe e et ee  pla i g to i  a d 
playing not to lose. When you shoot for what you can achieve you can only set goals as big as 

you can imagine. Period. Even when you dream big, what is possible is far beyond what you can 

imagine right now. You have to be willing to let go of what you think you know in order to find 

what can be. 

Reason #1 – Blind Spots: If ou e e er o erlooked the ustard ottle i  the fridge, a kettle in 

the cupboard, or a gorilla playing basketball, you know all too well the power of your mind. You 

do t see hat is right i  fro t of ou e ause ou are focused on what is right in front of you. 

You iss hat ou do t e pe t, e e  he  ou e pe t the u e pe ted. The i d s i redi le 
a ilit  to fo us is also a great lia ilit . Whe  ou re looki g for so ethi g to sho  up i  a 
particular way, especially for measurement, you shut yourself out to all the other forms or 

places results can appear. 

Intentions, on the other hand, take the conversation in a different direction. 

 

Intending Not To Focus 

Please do t istake  a oida e for goal setting 

means I spend my days wandering aimlessly 

without purpose. 

Through my own journey of giving my power away, 

the  taki g o trol  of  life, o l  to rea h the 
poi t of ha i g to let go, I e o e to realize 
creating intentions is far more empowering for me 

than setting goals. 

 

Intention carries the feeling of energy, movement and direction without placing a marker in the 

sa d readi g Arri e Here Or Bust.  

Here are five of my reasons to set intentions rather than goals: 

Reason #5 – In The Game: Life u folds. Whi h does t e essaril  i pl  a o sta t a d e e  
flow. Motion can be orderly and chaotic, fast and slow, revving up and winding down – but life 

never stops. Which is a good thing because objects in motion require less effort to change or 

move. When life unfolds many paths lead to one destination just as one path leads to many 

destinations. Instead of focusing on what or where you must reach, your attention shifts to 

what is appearing to guide you. 

http://www.kitchentablewisdom.com/ktw_blog/2009/03/24/believing-is-seeing-part-ii/
http://www.kitchentablewisdom.com/ktw_blog/2005/06/01/a-red-kettle-day/
http://www.livescience.com/6727-invisible-gorilla-test-shows-notice.html
http://www.followyourlight.com/intending-not-to-focus/
http://www.followyourlight.com/intending-not-to-focus/
http://www.followyourlight.com/5-reasons-smart-goals-might-be-dumb/
http://www.followyourlight.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/IntendedPath.jpg
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Reason #4 – No Time At All: An important thing to remember is time is ultimately a concept of 

our creation. We play with time all the time.  Letting go of time as a measure or criteria means 

ou ha e all the ti e i  the orld. Ti e does t atter a ore. What e are reati g does. 
What we desire to accomplish is given the space to mature into reality without added 

pressure.  Once you learn to distinguish between the energy of procrastination and not-quite-

right-yet, the importance of time fades into amazing results. 

Reason #3 – With The Way: Patience is a virtue simply because you move yourself out of the 

way. You shift from controlling the situation to observing. Whe  ou re ot o er ed ith 
doing something to be doing anything, you start to pay attention, notice both details and 

landscapes, begin musing, and allow. Allowing means you stop fighting for what you think has 

to happen and become part of what is and can happen. This is where controlling changes into 

creating. 

Reason #2 – Wings: Intention sets wheels in motions more than defining an end to reach. You 

begin a dance where letting go and being aware leads to finding yourself where you could not 

see. Dreaming big is not nearly as important as allowing yourself to expand along the way and 

re og ize hat is possi le … ot e essarily what is comfortable. 

Reason #1 – Peripheral Vision: What ou desire does t al a s sho  up here, he , or ho  
you thought. Expectations make good horse blinkers.  As you start paying attention to what 

shows up outside of straight ahead, you start to see signals and answers you would otherwise 

miss – and quite often, long to have. Being out of focus can actually bring you greater clarity. 

 

No  hat?  ou ight e aski g after o sideri g these thoughts o  goals and intentions. 

For the sake of re it  a d larit  here, let s paddle arou d to see what more there is to find dis 

cover underneath first appearances. 

 

Beneath Intentions And Goals 

Pulling together the many thoughts, images and inspirations about goals and intentions in a 

coherent way has been equally insightful and thought generating. 

So ithout further ado …  

 

http://www.followyourlight.com/beneath-intentions-and-goals/
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Words 

Words are labels or shortcuts to represent the thoughts 

and meaning behind the word. If we spoke in thoughts and 

meanings our conversations would be much longer, but 

e d ha e u h greater larit  a d u dersta di g of hat 
we are trying to say. 

Whether ou prefer goal  or i te tio , hat s ost 
important is being clear about the thoughts you are 

represe ti g. Usi g i te tio  i stead of goal  ri gs  
attention to a difference of approach on the journey 

towards dreams and desires. 

 

Shifts 

Shifting from pursuing goals to creating intentions represents the shifting of: 

controlling -> allowing 

focus -> awareness 

destinations -> journey 

expectations -> possibilities 

ego mind -> Inner Power 

physical energy -> universal energy 

contracting ->  expanding 

struggle -> flow 

achievable -> beyond 
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Field Of View 

The zoom lens on a camera makes a great analogy for the effects of being focused or using 

peripheral vision.  What is seen in your field of view varies from narrow and specific to wide 

and encompassing.  The resulting images are unique unto themselves. The wide angle image is 

more than the focused view plus some extra, and the focused image is more than just being a 

slice of the wider view. 

Ha i g peripheral isio or e pa di g our field of ie  e te ds further tha  si pl  seei g 
additional stuff. Expanding what you see includes observing from different perspectives as well 

as recognizing the unexpected. You may expect to hear an answer that appears as a feeling. You 

may wait for an instruction instead of hearing the lyric of a song. The inspiration not 

forth o i g a  e the sig  for ot this a .  

  

Signs Of Unfolding 

You a  tra el light he  ou re o  the u foldi g path. You do t eed to k o  e a tl  ho  
you are going to get there or exactly how the end will look.  Lack of knowing how is a major 

source of paralysis stopping you from even starting. 

What you will need to have is greater awareness – of where you place your attention, knowing 

your signals, and what you truly desire. As you learn more about yourself you are likely to dis 

cover what you thought you desired is not what you truly desire. You are allowed to change 

your mind. 

With this greater awareness in hand, you can set off without knowing everything because 

signals will provide direction along the way. Think of  bumper bowling where the padding keeps 

the ball rolling in a forward direction. Our paths are rarely that straight, however, and with 

enough force you can still jump lanes. The more you listen to our signals, the less circuitous the 

path. 

  

Recognizing your signals develops over time. Not everyone experiences signals in the same way. 

You need to learn your own signals through paying attention, trial, success and error. 

Esse tiall  ou re progra i g our perso al I er Po er GPS. 

The idea of unfolding brought to mind the once cutting edge Godle  a d Cre e ideo Cr  

fro  1 5. Sear hi g for Cr  I stu led upo  the ore re e t orphi g ideo Diamond 

Jubilee . 

  

http://www.aaronloudermilk.com/gallery/v/rayce/Bumper+Bowling.jpg.html?g2_imageViewsIndex=1
http://youtu.be/KxtPRF6NG7I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E8nJhG1xE5o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E8nJhG1xE5o
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Time 

Time is given undue importance when used as a way to deal with frustration and impatience. 

We bring things to an end or jump the gun rather than dealing with the real issues at hand. 

Sometimes now is not the right time, and forcing now to be the right time creates the exact 

struggle you want to avoid. Or prevents you from finding the solution you truly desired. 

Back in a previous life of IT and corporations, every project seemed to have this tension 

between quality, quantity and time. More often than not, time won out. Quality and quantity 

tended to be short changed in order to meet a deadline – artifi ial or ot. There s al a s later, 
next quarter or next year. In the meantime, people had to deal with the effects of  quality 

problems or a narrowed scope because a deadline was imposed. 

  

Real Life 

O e sig  I e o e to lear  the lo g a  – a plan or design not moving ahead means the plan is 

ot right. Pro eed … a d push rope. Wait, fiddle, pa  atte tio , liste  … a d thi gs see  to 
almost start moving magically on their own and fall into place. The solution for casing a crooked 

door in an awkward corner took a year. Basement plans seem to take two. The last renovation 

had to wait for us to drop our idea of rearranging the entire floor plan. The current 

development plan waited for for us to make decisions on priorities. When we give time a 

chance to work for us, time does in spades. 

A friend has been struggling with staying where she works for some months; almost from the 

beginning. She wanted to leave, but enough self-doubt made her stay. Signals began appearing, 

then escalating to the point just before kick-in-the-butt. The pressure was enough to overcome 

the self-doubt, breathe and open herself to the idea of leaving. In the span of a few short weeks 

she gone from being stuck to looking at her own practice with two locations. She recently 

commented excitedly how the opportunities seem to keep coming to make her dream come 

true. 

  

What examples have you seen in your life of making the shift or navigating with your own Inner 

GPS signals?  Jump in the conversation about shifts and your thoughts on intentions and goals.

http://www.followyourlight.com/are-goals-intentions-or-not-vice-versa/


 

 

 


